
   

OUR JOURNEY CONTINUES:  

University School as an International Baccalaureate PYP Candidate School 

2015-16 has been a year of learning for everyone at University School: students, faculty, and our 

entire school community.  In this year of candidacy, we have come to understand the IB curricu-

lum and philosophy on a much deeper level.  Teachers have now planned, taught, and reflected 

on a year’s worth of transdisciplinary units.  Classrooms have been immersed in engaging and 

meaningful curriculum and experiences.  Students are taking on ownership of their learning as they 

educate themselves through inquiry. This is life-long learning. 

PRESCHOOL 

Our preschool classes delve into four units of 

study.  They discover: 

 Who We Are: An exploration of the human 

body and the five senses 

 How We Express Ourselves:  Learning about 

signs and symbols and what these types of 

environmental print communicate to us. 

 How the World Works:  Hands-on experience 

with all types of tools:  writing, construction, 

cooking, scientific, and more. 

 Sharing the Planet: Examining how our      

actions impact the planet: reduce, reuse, 

recycle. 

KINDERGARTEN and COMMUNITY BASED 

 Who We Are: Understanding our roles in    

various communities.    

 Where We Are in Place and Time: Harvest: 

food production and distribution.  

 How We Express Ourselves: Examining what 

inspires us and how can we express it. 

 How the World Works:  Learning about the 

ways materials behave and interact through 

a study of toys. 

 How We Organize Ourselves:  Observing and 

practicing behaviors in various settings and 

how procedures impact communities.  

 Sharing the Planet: A study of animals: their       

characteristics and how humans can         

interact and protect them.  



SECOND GRADE 

 Who We Are: A study of the elective process and roles of 

citizens.  

 Where We Are in Place and Time: Observing change of 

place over time, with special emphasis on Bloomington’s 

downtown, past and present. 

 How We Express Ourselves: Researching how world     

holidays express culture and foster a sense of belonging.  

 How the World Works:  Fun with force, balance and   

motion. 

 How We Organize Ourselves:  This economics unit       

examines goods and services, producers and            

consumers, and types of resources.  

 Sharing the Planet: Looking at the various cycles in      

nature: plants, animals, moon and more. 

FIRST GRADE 

 Who We Are: An inquiry into personal choices and healthy habits.  

 Where We Are in Place and Time: Examining how people and 

places change over time, featuring maps, timelines and            

comparisons.  

 How We Express Ourselves: Learning about how folklore reflects  

cultural traditions. 

 How the World Works:  A study of the earth’s soil and water. 

 How We Organize Ourselves:  Observing how groups share           

resources: needs and wants, where goods come from, and more.  

 Sharing the Planet: Students design their own island while exploring 

living and non-living things and applying a year’s learning.  



FOURTH GRADE 

 Who We Are: Examining human rights and responsibilities.  

 Where We Are in Place and Time: An exploration of early  

human migration: its causes, and why cultures move and 

why cultures stay. 

 How We Express Ourselves:  A hands-on application of       

creativity and scientific method in engineering.  

 How the World Works: Constructing knowledge of nature’s 

systems and their impact on the planet. 

 How We Organize Ourselves:  Investigating how settlements 

construct systems to maintain order.  

 Sharing the Planet: Observation and analysis of the          

structures, functions, and needs of living things; how living 

organisms use earth’s natural resources. 

THIRD GRADE 

 Who We Are: An exploration of people who have taken risks to   

ensure equal opportunities, and how our individual actions impact 

a community.  

 Where We Are in Place and Time: Immigration: what factors affect 

human movement; how immigrants affect communities and how 

people adapt to new environments.  

 How We Express Ourselves: An inquiry into how people use sound to 

express ideas and emotions.  Co-taught with music.  

 How the World Works:  The properties and worldwide uses of rocks. 

 How We Organize Ourselves:  Learning about the manufacture and 

distribution of goods locally and globally.  

 Sharing the Planet: Researching how local governments provide 

services to improve a community.    



SIXTH GRADE 

 Who We Are: Online and group work investigates how one’s digital    

footprint affects current and future relationships.  

 Where We Are in Place and Time: A comparison of ancient Greece and 

other civilizations: their cultural achievements and influence on modern 

society. 

 How We Express Ourselves: An analysis of the Renaissance: how the     

adversity of the Middle Ages brought about this time of discovery and 

cultural change.  

 How the World Works:  An exploration of how models of many kinds    

can help us to understand intangible systems, with emphasis given to 

properties of matter and forms and transformations of energy. 

 How We Organize Ourselves:  Comparing and contrasting international 

trade, currency exchange, and global standards of living. 

 Sharing the Planet: Biodiversity and the interdependent relationships of 

organisms are examined. 

FIFTH GRADE 

 Who We Are: Healthy habits and routines: an inquiry into one’s 

physical, emotional, intellectual, and social health.  

 Where We Are in Place and Time: A simulative unit on            

exploration and colonization: motives and impacts.  

 How We Express Ourselves: An examination of how the voice of 

people has lead to change, viewed through the lens of the 

American Revolution and other cultural changes.  Music class 

played a strong role in this unit.  

 How the World Works:  Student-created biome creatures      

reflect students’ understanding of adaptation to environments.  

This year, this unit had an additional focus on native peoples 

and languages, inspired by a visit from Lakota musician,    

dancer, and cultural ambassador. 

 How We Organize Ourselves:  Investigating the foundations 

and functions of government and applying new knowledge   

to consider the ways in which the government is active in our 

daily lives.  

 Sharing the Planet: An exploration of individuals and groups 

who have made a difference in the world.    



Throughout the school, our learning is visible. 

University School Mission Statement: 

The University School community is committed to working together                                                          

to cultivate curious, responsible global citizens.   
    

Our inquiry-based approach fosters creativity and collaboration.  We provide a challenging           

curriculum and maintain high levels of expectation and achievement for all.  Our school                 

environment supports students’ social, emotional and academic growth. 
   

We encourage our students to become active, compassionate and lifelong learners who               

accept and value others in their community and around the world. 
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